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Hamilton Medical AG offers a wide 
range of ventilators (Fig. 1) optimally 
suited to many different patient 
groups. Product quality is central to 
the development process. Since long 
experimental validation is required to 
ensure fatigue strength over many 
breathing cycles, numerical 
prototyping was required in order to 
guarantee that measurement 
campaigns would only be run once. 

Fig. 1: Respiratory flow meter based on a differential pressure measurement before and after a 
flexible valve. 
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Study of a respiratory flow meter with multiphysics simulation in ANSYS 
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About CADFEM 

Founded in 1985, CADFEM provides everything that is required  
for the success of the simulation from a single source: First-class 
software and complete, ready-to-use systems; comprehensive 

services; the latest knowledge. CADFEM is one of five ANSYS 
Elite Channel Partners, the only in Europe. 

 

 

 
 
 

 

The design could be validated numerically prior to a single 
long experimental accelerated ageing measurement 
campaign involving cyclic loading running for several 
components non-stop over two months. This ensured a 
short development cycle and minimized the costs. 
The pressure versus flow characteristic could be 
simulated and compared to the requirements for the 
measurement unit and the analysis allowed to rapidly 
pinpoint the most critical locations and improve the design 
thus allowing unprecedented robustness, while ensuring 
measurement accuracy. 

The stresses due to valve cycles and oscillations in the 
turbulent stream were computed using a transient two-
way fluid structure interaction (FSI) in ANSYS Workbench 
including flow field (Fig. 2) and structural deformations 
(Fig. 3). Minor and major stress oscillations at 
miscellaneous frequencies (Fig. 4) could be considered in 
the fatigue analysis. Frictional non-linear contacts 
between loosely held valve membrane and surrounding 
structure were taken into account. 

Solution 
 

Customer Benefit 
 

ANSYS is a registered trademark of ANSYS, Inc.. All other named products are 
the property of their respective owners. Figures Courtesy of Hamilton Medical 
AG.  
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Fig. 2: Fluid structure coupled analysis (up: inflow, down: outflow). 
Streamlines are colored with velocity and walls with pressure. 

 

Fig. 3: Structural stresses in the valve material; a membrane loosely held 
in place by frictional contacts. 

 

Fig. 4: Von-Mises stress over time during one breathing cycle. 
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